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Abstract

We study the tradeoff between deterrence of domestic violence and its escalation.
Enforcement initiatives, (i) by increasing punishment in the early stages of violence, and
(ii) by lowering costs of victims reporting, may lower the onset of violence and thus
improve deterrence but open up the door for violence escalation for the undeterred cases.
On the other hand, increasing punishments at a later stage of the violence chain always
de-escalates long-conflicts.

The policy directives are twofold: (i) reserve big punishments for more sustained vi-
olence, (ii) facilitate victims reporting. The second route is more pro-active in changing
social norms towards zero tolerance for domestic violence.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we revisit the much discussed social problem of domestic violence (DV).
Specifically, we are interested in one aspect that is neglected in both theoretical and
empirical literatures: dynamics of violence escalation. Most papers on the topic treat
violence as a one-shot, static decision.1 We depart from this tradition and look at how
the perpetrator and the victim interact following the initial act of violence.

To tackleDV , the authorities will now have to address the problem in its entirety – the
onset of conflicts and their likely perpetuation. Deterrence of the initial violence and
prevention of its escalations need not go hand in hand.

To understand the problem, suppose violence can be one of two levels and are se-
quenced as follows. The first strike, h1 harm, is less extreme but can be report-worthy
especially if there is any trace of physical torture. Suppose the authorities adopt a zero
tolerance policy by raising penalty f1 for this primary harm from some base level to a
higher level. If the penalty f2 for the more severe bodily harm, call it violence level h2
(following h1), is not also increased commensurately, the gap f2−f1 might decrease. This
means the perpetrator would be encouraged to escalate the initial violence to prevent
reporting of his crime. To correct one wrong opens the door for greater harms. Striking
a balance between these two countervailing effects is of primary interest.

Another key instrument is facilitating victims reporting. Appointing more female
police officers in the complaints division can ease the anxieties and stress of the female
victims when reporting domestic abuse by their partners (Miller and Segal, 2019). But
let us consider further ramifications of such a policy. Suppose the victims on the margin
are now going to report due to the new policy initiative. Knowing this, the victims’
perpetrators will be incentivized to escalate violence to prevent reporting. Just like in
the increased penalty scenario, a policy initiative of encouraging reporting forces conflicts
out in the open. If the society cares about report-attempt failed victims who are subjected
to more physical harms by their partners, one must scrutinize the gains and losses from
appointing more female officers.

We build a simple model of DV as an extensive-form game between husband and wife
(or cohabiting partners). After the initial dispute and violence, the perpetrator (husband)
and the victim (wife) can progress to further conflicts – due to the victim attempting to
report the violence (for marriage dissolution and compensation) and the former escalating
violence.

The two instruments – punishments and facilitating reporting – are typically viewed
as policy substitutes (Becker, 1968). But with the possibility of escalations, the roles these

1The empirical literature onDV does not consider the problem of escalation simply because it requires
panel or recall data tracking partner actions over time which is difficult to collect.
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two policies will play are more intertwined. Questions such as which penalties to increase,
for the lower or higher levels of violence, and which group of couples to target to improve
reporting are quite relevant.

We start by considering DV with an arbitrary rounds of escalations. A chain with
T ≥ 2 rounds of escalations can, in principle, result in partial escalations. That is, after
the initial violence, the conflict arising from reporting and additional violence by the per-
petrator may drag for a while after which the two sides may settle into no further conflict.
We show that any escalation will always lead to full-scale escalation (Proposition 1). We,
then, focus on the simpler model – violence with only one round of escalation.

We provide a complete characterization of the violence and reporting equilibrium
for exogenous penalties at two different violence levels for victims with varying costs
of reporting over three different ranges – high, medium and low (Proposition 2). As
reporting costs decline, more victims come out with reporting that, in turn, can give
rise to violence escalation by the perpetrators. Except for the high cost range, there
is an equilibrium (under appropriate conditions) in which the violence is escalated with
positive probability. Reporting occurs with victim compensation in mind and knowing
this the perpetrator cannot resist escalation. That is, the victim cannot commit not to
report, triggering escalation.2 Reporting and escalation are thus strategic complements.3

For comparative statics, we analyze first the lowering of victims’ costs of reporting.
While facilitating reporting indeed lowers the incidence of the primary harm, h1, it also
initiates violence escalation by the undeterred perpetrators (Proposition 3). Escalation
is triggered by the prospect of reporting, and lower cost makes it worthwhile to report.
If for each extra deterrence resulting from increased reporting there remains multiple
undeterred cases, the additional social costs of violence escalation can be significant.

Next we turn to increase of punishments. If the punishment for the initial harm (f1) is
increased, the tension between deterrence and escalation resurfaces. Say, f1 is increased to
f ′1 keeping f2 the same. Then for a perpetrator who still sees violence h1 to be profitable,
his marginal gain from violence escalation (to prevent reporting of h1) could be worth
the risk of the incremental penalty, f2 − f ′1, which is lower than f2 − f1. This encourages
undeterred perpetrators to escalate violence. Of course, given the increase in f1, some
perpetrators drop out from inflicting h1. This tradeoff is summarized in Proposition 4.

In contrast, raising punishment f2 sufficiently curbs violence escalation but will have
little to no deterrence effect on the primary violence. The resulting de-escalation also
comes with some victims not reporting their initial harms. Victims escape further harms

2Baliga and Ely (2016) pointed out the difficulty of using torture on a suspected terrorist to induce
revelation of information about a pending attack due to the interrogating officer’s inability to commit
not to escalate punishment after getting some revelation that need not be full revelation.

3It is much like in Baliga and Sjostrom (2004), where countries accumulate arms in anticipation of
growing conflicts.
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but the downside is that the perpetrators go unpunished. These results appear in Propo-
sition 5. In summary, a policy of zero tolerance to DV by raising f2, the punishment
for the higher end violence, is effectively a policy of damage limitation using iron hands
when most incidents of the primary harm have to be kept under the carpet as a result.
On the other hand, implementing zero tolerance by increasing f1 substantially is not a
non-controversial solution either due to the inevitable escalation.

To summarize, promoting victims reporting, with its prediction that it mitigates pri-
mary violence h1, might be seen as a positive armoury in violence prevention. This policy
initiative alone can be useful in a standard one-shot violence (Miller and Segal, 2019),
but in the extended dynamic model the marginal benefit of deterrence has to be set
against the additional harms due to escalation. While we do not engage in an explicit
normative (or welfare-based) cost-benefit analysis, our analysis still offers the following
guidance. First of all, deterrence through improved monitoring (i.e., easing victims re-
porting), rather than increasing penalty f1 for the primary harm h1, should be a better
approach for two reasons: (i) raising f1 disproportionately contravenes the doctrine of
‘punishment fitting the crime’ (Andreoni, 1991), (ii) encouraging victims reporting can
initiate a change in social norms from acceptability of wife-beating to greater awareness
of women’s rights in the society and having the courage to say ‘no to DV ’. Second, while
promoting victims reporting is an aggregative measure, it is likely to have differential
impacts for different groups based on the victims’ education, employment, social stand-
ing, etc. If easing of reporting helps to shift a moderate (reporting) cost group to the
lower cost range, then such a policy will have the benefit of deterrence without worsening
escalations and combined with greater punishments for more violent abuses will be the
ideal deterrence/de-escalation policies. See more on the implications of monitoring vs.
punishment following Corollaries 1 and 2.

� Literature review. There is an early literature on deterrence of repeat offenders
(Rubinstein, 1980; Polinsky and Rubinfeld, 1991; Polinsky and Shavell, 1998; Emons,
2007). The focus of this literature is whether repeat offense should be penalized more
heavily or less than first-time offense with the perpetrator targeting different victims.

Two papers are closely related to our work: Bloch and Rao (2002), and Miller and
Segal (2019). In a static, one-shot model Bloch and Rao explain in rural Indian context
how husbands may inflict violence on their wives to extract dowry money from their
parents. Indian data shows that women from richer families are more likely to be abused.
In our analysis with an explicit escalation stage added, partners from richer backgrounds
are not only more likely to face violence, they are also more likely to face escalations due
to more frequent reporting for lower costs of reporting in this group.

Miller and Segal study the effect of integration of female police officers in the United
States between late 1970s and early 1990s on the reporting of DV . The authors observe
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that the integration improved reporting significantly. Our analysis suggests that increased
reporting is likely to come at a cost of increased escalation resulting in bigger harms to
many female partners. So assessing the full impact of reporting-friendly policy reforms
needs more scrutiny in future research.4

Focusing on the costs of victims, Brassiolo (2016) considers a bargaining model of
spousal conflict. Easing divorce laws lowers the wife’s cost of separation and increases
her net outside option, thereby improving her bargaining position.5 Using Spanish data
the author verifies that such changes in divorce laws reduce domestic abuse. Introducing
violence escalation in Brassiolo’s model would expand the nature of abuse. More detailed
data and empirical works should therefore enrich our understanding of policy impacts of
marriage and divorce law reforms.

A number of empirical papers look at the relationship between the effect of mandatory
arrest warrant laws and intimate partner violence (Sherman and Berk, 1984; Berk et al.,
1992; Pate and Hamilton, 1992; Sherman et al., 1992; Zelcer, 2014; Chin and Cunning-
ham, 2019). The findings are mostly inconclusive. Mandatory warrant is a pro-victim
policy, akin to an increase in punishment. One might expect to see therefore violence
escalations. The countervailing effects we identify helps explain the inconclusive findings.

In the next section, we present the reporting–escalation game and characterize the
equilibrium. The comparative statics are analyzed in Section 3, followed by Conclusion.
Proofs of Proposition 1 and Propositions 3–5 appear in Appendix A.

2 Model

2.1 The conflict game

A mass of partners are locked in potential DV , or violence. In each pair, the male
(husband) is the likely perpetrator and the female (wife) is the potential victim.

Perpetrators start by inflicting harm h1 in their initial act. Then they can escalate
the harm to h2:

Assumption 1 (Escalating harms) 0 < h1 < h2.

h2 subsumes h1, so that the law enforcement authorities can infer the level of accu-
mulated violence without tracing the entire history. We treat h2 to be serious physi-
cal/psychological damage, or even a permanent bodily harm. Establishing h2 is easier in
the court of law than h1.

4In Miller and Segal, the male partner can escalate violence after the case settled in favor of the
alleged perpetrator. So, as such, there is no escalation dynamic comparable with ours.

5Lowering of separation cost can be lumped into our lowering ‘victims cost of reporting’.
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Denote by v the (indirect) utility that a perpetrator can expect to obtain from the
primary violence. We assume v ∈ (0, v̄], which depends on the perpetrator’s (husband’s)
dissatisfaction in the marriage (θ ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 means dissatisfaction and 1 means
satisfaction), tendency for violence (ṽ), perpetrator’s wealth (wP), and the wealth of the
victim’s (wife’s) family (wV).6 Following Bloch and Rao (2002), we assume only θ = 0

types, i.e., dissatisfied husbands, will inflict violence and this type is common knowledge
after the couples spent some time in the marriage or even at an early stage. Effectively
we are considering a complete information variant of Bloch and Rao’s perpetrator. Also,
the utility v is in net value terms, which can be the dowry transfer from the wife’s family
(in the short term when the marriage is seeing turbulence) net of any psychic cost to the
perpetrator of committing the violence/atrocity; the psychic cost is as in Bloch and Rao
and will be different from any penalty that the perpetrator may face. Alternatively, v
can denote gratification from violence controlling wife’s behavior (Tauchen et al., 1991).

To capture the above utility representation we write v = ψP(ṽ, wP, wV), with θ = 0

suppressed. It is natural to impose the following sign restrictions: dv
dwP
≤ 0, ∂v

∂wV
≥ 0,

and dv
dṽ
≥ 0;7 perpetrators with higher wealth have less to gain (from transfers from the

victim), perpetrators can expect higher transfers from wealthy in-laws, and intrinsically
violent perpetrators gain higher utility from violence.

The primary violence, h1, spans the entire phase of dissatisfaction in the marriage,
extortion of dowry money using threats and torture, etc. We condense it into a single
stage (stage 1 in Fig. 1) with the perpetrator having already extracted utility v. At this
point the victim may choose not to tolerate the ill-treatment received so far and attempt
to report it to the police, in anticipation of which an escalation chain may be triggered.

For the focus of this paper, we assume that the perpetrators commit the level 2 offense
only to prevent the victim from reporting the earlier offense.

The perpetrator faces punishment fi corresponding to the ith level of violence, i = 1, 2,
with the following restriction:

Assumption 2 (Penalty fitting crime I) f1 ≤ f2 ≤ f̄, where f̄ is the maximum pos-
sible punishment.

It is impossible to completely deter violence, i.e., f̄ < v̄.8

Further, on successful conviction, a proportion βi of the perpetrator’s wealth, wP, is
transferred to the victim, with βi satisfying the following assumption:

6θ and ṽ are correlated.
7It is reasonable to expect that ṽ and wP are positively correlated. I.e., family’s socio-economic

status influences one’s attitudes towards DV ; how other couples in similar social hierarchy behave can
shame or condone the act of violence towards women.

8Even if f̄ were sufficiently high such that v̄ < f̄, there would not necessarily be complete deterrence
since the expected punishment may be lower than v̄ due to less than certain chance of being detected or
successfully prosecuted, which will be expanded on later.
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Assumption 3 (Penalty fitting crime II) 0 < β1 < β2 ≤ 1.

The transfer of wealth can be considered a compensation to the victim following divorce,
say. Hence, the total punishment for the ith level of violence is fi + βiwP, a monetary
equivalent of nonmonetary as well as pecuniary penalties whichever is applicable.

The inflicting of harms and reporting proceed as in Fig. 1.

Perpetrator
inflicts h1

Victim and
perpetrator
choose (r2, e2)

reporting proceeding

Stage 1 Stage 2 Neighborhood Court

Figure 1: Time line

After harm h1 is inflicted in stage 1, in stage 2 the victim chooses between two
alternatives, r2 ∈ {0, 1}, r2 = 1 denoting an attempt to report h1 to police and r2 = 0

is not report anything. Anticipating a choice of r2, the perpetrator chooses whether to
escalate to harm h2 or not, e2 ∈ {0, 1}, to foil any reporting (e2 = 1 means escalation).
Thus, in stage 2, the victim and the perpetrator move simultaneously. The probability of
the victim successfully reporting is Φ2(r2, e2) with 0 = Φ2(r2 = 0, e2) < Φ2(r2 = 1, e2 =

1) ≡ φ2 < Φ2(r2 = 1, e2 = 0) = 1.

What exactly does a successful reporting r2 = 1 produce? If e2 = 0, then r2 = 1

yields a preliminary evidence of h1. If e2 = 1 and reporting succeeds, then the resulting
evidence is that of h2. However, if reporting fails despite r2 = 1, which can happen only
when the perpetrator escalates violence to h2, the victim-perpetrator interaction ends.
Stage 2 is the final round of actions.

Besides victim reporting, violence escalation (h2) may eventually leak out through
neighborhood reporting with an exogenous probability µ ∈ [0, 1). This possibility is
an implicit threat to the perpetrator even when he succeeds in silencing the victim; µ
depends on social norms – if ‘wife beating’ is acceptable (National Family Health Survey,
2005–2006, in India), µ is likely to be low.

If reported or detected, the matter is taken up in courts; a verdict is in favor of the
victim with probability ηi. This parameter captures the enforcement mechanism: the
burden of proof for the victim; high η implies efficient investigation and court procedures.
It is plausible to assume: 0 ≤ η1 ≤ η2 ≤ 1. Hence, the expected punishment, when
successfully reported for the violence i = 1, 2, is

f̂i ≡ ηi(fi + βiwP). (1)

In (1), the victim receives a compensation in proportion of the perpetrator’s wealth (an
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alimony, say), βiwP, following successful court proceedings. The expected compensation,
i.e., the expected transfer from the perpetrator, for the ith level of violence is:

m̂i ≡ ηiβiwP, i = 1, 2. (2)

Given the ordering of ηi’s and βi’s, we have: m̂1 < m̂2.

Victim’s reporting cost. In reporting violence, the victim has to take into account
the cost, c > 0, she is likely to eventually incur. Only if the report is successful or there
is neighborhood reporting, then the victim faces police interrogation, goes through court
hearings about how the violence evolved. She may have to produce evidence of torture.
This experience inflicts psychological costs. Naturally, the cost will vary depending on
the victim’s social condition – friends and family support system, education, upbringing,
prevailing norms, etc. Not all victims feel neutral to the type of interrogation faced. The
enforcement department can partly lower the interrogation cost, or what we call reporting
cost, by appointing more female officers. Note that the reporting cost is incurred only
after the complaint for the violence has been registered at the police station, because
now she has to face the interrogation and public scrutiny. This cost will be incurred even
if perpetrator does not escalate violence.

2.2 Solving the game

1

Inflict h1?

end

no

2

Inflict h2?

end

no

neigh-R court/end

yes

yes

Figure 2: The nodes 1, 2 denote the stages. The game proceeds from stage 1 to 2 provided
h1 is inflicted. At stage 2, following escalation, there could be neighborhood reporting,
followed by court proceeding and the game ends.

We use backward induction to solve the game, and the equilibrium solution concept
is subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE or simply, equilibrium). So start at the subgame
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following harm h1. Wife and husband simultaneously decide whether to report and
escalate. Fixing the Nash equilibrium (in short, NE) of this stage game, step back to
stage 1 where husband decides whether to inflict h1 or not. Fig. 2 shows the flow of
actions, with the ‘no’ move at the initial node implying no conflict and termination of the
game while ‘yes’ (i.e., inflicting h1) move means the perpetrator and the victim becomes
engaged in the next round’s simultaneous actions {escalate, no} × {report, not report}
game (Fig. 1).

� Game with arbitrary T + 1 ≥ 2 stages. First we discuss what the escalation
possibilities are in the general case of two or more stages, i.e., one with T ≥ 1 finite
rounds of escalations.

Denote the harms as h1, h2, h3, . . . , hT+1, and the penalties as f1, f2, f3, . . . , fT+1. All
other model parameters can be defined analogously as (T + 1)-vectors. Retaining the
earlier specification of neighborhood reporting, assume that the exogenous probability µ
kicks in only after violence has reached a threshold hτ level of severity where 2 ≤ τ ≤ T+1.

We have the following result:

Proposition 1 (Full escalation) For any equilibrium in the reporting and violence-
escalation conflict game with T + 1 ≥ 2 stages, if the equilibrium involves any escalation
then it must involve full-scale escalation.

Intuition. A ceasefire after a succession of report-and-escalation confrontation over t
rounds means the victim has a sure shot at successful report in round t + 1 unopposed
by the perpetrator. Because the victim found it worthwhile to report in round t when
the perpetrator was trying to foil it through escalation, now the victim gets another
chance at the same compensation while incurring same reporting cost. Hence deviation
by reporting is strictly profitable. Given Proposition 1, in the rest of the paper we focus
on a two-stage game, i.e., T = 1.

� The conflict game with only one round of escalation

� With only a second stage added for conflict escalation, we will assume that neigh-
borhood reporting can happen only upon escalation. That is, the only way the primary
harm h1 can make it to the police authority is if the victim herself reports the case.

Consider the stage 2 subgame. For any perpetrator-victim pair, Table 1 is the pay-
off matrix with the first and second terms in each cell representing the victim’s and
perpetrator’s expected marginal payoffs from reporting and escalation decisions.

Of the four strategy pairs, (r2, e2) = (0, 1) can be ruled out as NE: the perpetrator
has no reason to escalate when he expects the victim not to report.
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Table 1: Stage 2 payoffs

e2 = 0 e2 = 1

r2 = 0 0, 0 −(h2 − h1) + µ(m̂2 − c), −µf̂2
r2 = 1 m̂1 − c, −f̂1 −(h2 − h1) + {φ2 + (1− φ2)µ}(m̂2 − c), −{φ2 + (1− φ2)µ}f̂2

Lemma 1 (Stage 2 equilibria). The stage 2 subgame in Table 1 has the following pure
strategy equilibria:

(a) (r2, e2) = (0, 0) is an NE if

m̂1 < c. (3)

(b) (r2, e2) = (1, 1) is an NE if

{φ2 + (1− φ2)µ}(m̂2 − c) ≥ µ(m̂2 − c)

i.e., c ≤ m̂2, (4)

and f̂1 > {φ2 + (1− φ2)µ}f̂2 ≡ γ̄. (5)

(c) (r2, e2) = (1, 0) is an NE if

c ≤ m̂1, (6)

and f̂1 ≤ {φ2 + (1− φ2)µ}f̂2 = γ̄. (7)

Thus, following the perpetrator committing the initial harm the equilibria fall into
three categories: (i) reporting and escalation, (ii) neither reporting nor escalation, and
(iii) the victim reports but the perpetrator stays away from escalation. Sometimes there
will be multiple equilibria. And for payoff equalities we break the ties as follows: be-
tween escalation and non-escalation the perpetrator prefers non-escalation, and between
reporting and not reporting the victim prefers reporting.

Another point is worth highlighting. If f1, the penalty for the early stage violence, is
small and so (7) holds, by raising f1 towards f2, although bounded by f2, the expected
penalty f̂1 from non-escalation can be made to exceed γ̄ (which may happen if φ2 and/or
µ are small and f̂2 is not high). Perpetrator is then induced to escalate violence ((5)
holds). This, in essence, is the risk of adopting a tough stance for early stage violence.

Analyzing the full conflict game. In stage 1, potential perpetrator acts as if in a
single-person decision problem. He chooses whether to inflict h1 or not after taking into
account the NE to follow in the subgame presented in Lemma 1. We divide the analysis
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according to different ranges of costs faced by the victim. The cost partition will be
linked to victim’s compensation (m̂i = ηiβiwP) that, in turn, depends on perpetrator’s
wealth.

� Low cost of reporting: c ≤ m̂1. The possible equilibria are presented in Table 2.
For the stage 2 continuation equilibrium of (r2, e2) = (1, 1), in stage 1 a perpetrator

would inflict h1 if his v is sufficiently high, i.e., if

v > γ̄ ; (8)

in the case of payoff indifference, the perpetrator prefers not to inflict violence. This
guarantees the escalation equilibrium reported in the first row of Table 2.

However, if condition (8) fails, i.e., v ≤ γ̄, the (r2, e2) = (1, 1) continuation equilibrium
results in the nonviolence outcome in the second row of Table 2.

For the alternate stage 2 NE, (r2, e2) = (1, 0), perpetrators with v > f̂1 inflict h1;
however, perpetrators with v ≤ f̂1 choose not to inflict h1. These equilibria are reported
in the last two rows of Table 2.

Finally, it should be clear that the equilibrium characterization in Table 2 is complete,
both exclusive and exhaustive. Thus the equilibrium in this cost range is unique. ||

Table 2: Equilibria under low cost of reporting (Condition (6): c ≤ m̂1)

Stage 2 Stage 1 Type of Conditions
equilibrium decision conflict

(r2, e2) = (1, 1) inflict h1 escalation {(4), (5) & (8)} (a)

(r2, e2) = (1, 1)-not reached not inflict h1 nonviolence
{
(4), (5); (8) fails : v ≤ γ̄

}
(a)

(r2, e2) = (1, 0) inflict h1 report, no esc. {(6), (7) & v > f̂1}

(r2, e2) = (1, 0)-not reached not inflict h1 nonviolence {(6), (7) & v ≤ f̂1}

(a) Condition (4) is satisfied: m̂2 − c > 0 given that m̂2 > m̂1.

Intuition and empirical link. Table 2 outlines only the equilibrium path. A bit more
introspection should help understand how nonviolence is linked to credible threats of
future reporting and violence escalation. Consider the second row, for example. Here if
the perpetrator were to deviate and inflict h1, given (r2, e2) = (1, 1), the perpetrator faces
an expected cost of conflict γ̄ that outweighs the benefit v, deterring the perpetrator from
inflicting h1. This also speaks to many real-life scenarios where money-minded grooms
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may resist the temptation of demanding dowry money after marriage from their bride’s
family because they anticipate that the cost of conflict for the spouse (i.e., c), from
wealthy backgrounds, could be low. Of course, the cost of conflict may well depend on
norms where even for brides with wealthy parents social cost of going through court
interrogations and divorce could be high. Empirically, how stability of marriage and lack
of dowry extraction is linked to brides’ parental wealth should be an interesting study:
money or wealth is both a temptation for, and a threat against, starting a conflict. While
escalation data is difficult to track, data on stable marriages that can serve as a proxy for
the discipline coming from potential victims’ low cost of conflict should not be difficult
to gather. Even survey data can be useful to study the relationship between marriage
stability and brides’ parental wealth. ||

Table 3: Equilibria under moderate cost of reporting (m̂1 < c ≤ m̂2 ⇒
(3)&(4))

Stage 2 Stage 1 Type of Conditions
equilibrium decision conflict

(r2, e2) = (1, 1) inflict h1 escalation {(4), (5) & (8)}

(r2, e2) = (0, 0) inflict h1 no escalation(a),(b) {(3) & v > 0}

(a) If (5) also holds but 0 < v ≤ γ̄ which would be a violation of (8), a potential perpetrator
would opt for violence h1 and trigger this second equilibrium (that exists because m̂1−c < 0)
instead of switching to nonviolence, because the former generates a positive payoff while the
latter yields zero payoff.

(b) No escalation can be unique equilibrium, or can occur simultaneously with escalation equi-
librium.

�Moderate cost of reporting: m̂1 < c ≤ m̂2. The possible equilibria are presented
in Table 3. Depending on the coordination in stage 2, either violence h1 that is triggered
for all v > 0 ends with no further conflict (equilibrium in the second row of Table 3),
or the primary violence is perpetrated only by high-valuation perpetrators, v > γ̄, that
cascades into an escalating conflict in the second stage (first row of Table 3). The former
and latter occur, respectively, when the continuation equilibria are (r2, e2) = (0, 0) and
(r2, e2) = (1, 1).

Thus, the primary violence h1 will always be inflicted. As for escalation, either no
escalation is the unique equilibrium (when 0 < v ≤ γ̄), or there are multiple equilibria
with one involving escalation and another without escalation. ||
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Comparison: moderate vs. low costs. First, an observation:

Because (r2 = 0, e2 = 0) is always an NE in the moderate reporting cost case,
the initial harm h1 will always be inflicted. In the low reporting cost case in Table 2,
sometimes violence does not happen at all.

This follows from comparing the second and fourth rows of Table 2 to the second row
of Table 3. The increased cost of conflict restrains the victim from engaging in escalating
conflict which, in turn, encourages the perpetrator to always inflict harm for the benefit v.

To probe a bit more, let us consider in the moderate cost case situations when no-
escalation is a unique equilibrium. This happens if (5) holds but (8) fails, or (5) fails (i.e.,
f̂1 ≤ γ̄). As such these conditions do not directly involve the cost c; but c does enter
in condition (3) which is satisfied in the moderate cost range, ensuring (r2, e2) = (0, 0)

Nash equilibrium and thus inducing violence h1. But suppose now c is lowered from the
moderate cost range to the low cost range through some government initiatives. Then,
the equilibrium changes from the no-escalation unique equilibrium of Table 3 to either
one of the two nonviolence equilibria or no-escalation equilibrium with reporting (last
three rows of Table 2). Now, m̂1 − c ≥ 0, (r2, e2) = (0, 0) can no longer be an NE in
the continuation game. Instead, suppose (r2, e2) = (1, 1) is an NE in stage 2 (second
row of Table 2: (4) and (5) hold), and given this continuation equilibrium, failure of
(8) ensures that the perpetrator stays away from inflicting h1. Note that, the lowering
of the cost c and thus reviving (r2, e2) = (1, 1) makes the threat of conflict escalation
credible to sustain nonviolence, helping deterrence rather than fuelling escalation. Next
suppose (5) fails (i.e., f̂1 ≤ γ̄). This case will have two possibilities: {(6), (7), v > f̂1} and
{(6), (7), v ≤ f̂1}; in the first case h1 will be inflicted together with reporting but there
won’t be any escalation, whereas in the second case inflicting h1 is suboptimal for the
perpetrator (because in the off-equilibrium play of inflicting of h1 the victim would report
and expected penalty f̂1 exceeds the perpetrator’s benefit v). So from societal perspective
the changes are for the better – due to both reporting (without escalation) and/or the
switch to nonviolence. In summary, a more conducive reporting environment acts as a
credible threat to potential perpetrators.

� High cost of conflict: m̂2 < c. Violation of (4) implies condition (3) will be
satisfied. So applying Lemma 1 ensures that the unique stage 2 NE is (r2, e2) = (0, 0).
In stage 1, perpetrators with v > 0 will choose to inflict h1 with no further reporting nor
escalation. ||
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Comparison: high vs. moderate costs. Note that:

Lowering reporting cost for high cost victims may lead to escalating violence.

The unique equilibrium for high cost victims is the no-escalation equilibrium. Low-
ering reporting cost to move high cost victims to the moderate cost range may lead to
violence escalation (Table 3, first row). Hence, lowering of reporting cost can have a
negative effect.

From the above analysis we will extract two main results. Our first main result stated
below is on equilibrium characterization. We defer reporting the second result until next
section.

Proposition 2 (Violence escalation). Violence and reporting differ depending on the
victim’s cost (of reporting) classified above, as follows:

(a) High cost victims - Unique equilibrium: All perpetrators with v > 0 inflict the initial
harm h1. However, there will be no reporting attempt by the victims nor violence
escalation by the perpetrators.

(b) Moderate-cost victims - multiple equilibria: Perpetrators always inflict the initial harm
h1 (Table 3). There is always a no-escalation equilibrium; additionally, under con-
dition (5), the group of perpetrators with sufficiently high benefits of violence, v > γ̄,
will escalate from the initial harm to a greater harm in order to stifle reporting.

(c) Low-cost victims - Unique equilibrium: Whenever perpetrators inflict the initial harm
h1, the victims always report. This leads to

either continuing conflict with the perpetrator escalating violence to silence their
victim and the victim attempting to report, if the perpetrator derives sufficiently
high benefit from the conflict, v > γ̄, as indicated in the first row of Table 2;

or the perpetrator abstains from further conflict beyond the initial harm knowing
that the victim would surely report, when the penalty from stopping at the
initial harm, f̂1, is lower than γ̄, the expected penalty for escalation (third row
of Table 2);

or the credible threat of reporting by the victim compels the perpetrator to choose
nonviolence because v ≤ γ̄ or v ≤ f̂1 (respectively, second and fourth rows of
Table 2).

The Proposition highlights two very contrasting effects on violence as cost of reporting
falls. Increased reporting sometimes only adds to the conflict by escalating one-off violence
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of h1 to h2 [violence escalation], or it may convert one-off violence of h1 into nonviolence.
Social costs of escalation, the downside of any policy reform easing victims reporting,9

must therefore be weighed against the upside of greater deterrence of the primary violence.
Multiple equilibria such as the ones for moderate-cost victims create heterogeneity

of violence trajectory across characteristically identical cohort of partners. Thus, it is
reasonable to conclude the presence of similar violence of the primary harm (h1) in
households hidden from public records/surveys, due to voluntary non-reporting, for every
case that comes to trial. Any public awareness program encouraging reporting of DV can
tilt aggregate behavior sharply with clear evidence of more discordant families, pushing
up the divorce rate. Public awareness drive should effectively lower the stigma cost of
conflict by mitigating any social disapproval of divorce. But the aggregate outcome can
also go the other way: credible threat of reporting itself may keep a large proportion of
conflicts frozen, in our formulation in many unreported h1. And this may even contribute
to reduced happiness for females within the households.10

3 Deterrence, Escalation and De-escalation

In this section, we carry out two types of comparative statics: the effects of (i) lowering
of cost of reporting, and (ii) increasing punishments at different layers of the violence
chain. While changing these policy parameters, we apply our equilibrium characteriza-
tion in Proposition 2. Specifically, we appeal to appropriate relevant details laid out in
Tables 2 and 3. For comparative static predictions we look for parameters, before and
after the change, such that the equilibrium is unique. But as we have noted, for the
moderate cost of reporting (Table 3), there can be multiple equilibria for some parameter
ranges. We will divide the analysis for this case between when equilibrium is unique and
when there are multiple equilibria, and for the latter case we will compare how the two
equilibria alter or not as the policy parameter changes.

3.1 Improving victims reporting and existing empirical research

Suppose costs for any range are reduced sufficiently so that the victim moves to the next
lower cost range. By combining the observations on comparisons between various cost
ranges in the previous section but writing it more tightly, we have the following result.

Proposition 3 (Effect of victim cost reduction). There are countervailing effects of
lowering the cost of reporting faced by the victims:

(a) From moderate to low cost range:

9We will study the implication of easing victims reporting more carefully in the next section.
10On a broader issue, Stevenson and Wolfers (2009) documented declining happiness of women in the

United States since the 1970s despite expanded freedoms and economic progress.
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– Couples who were trapped in the unique no-escalation, no-reporting but h1
harm equilibrium under the moderate cost range (refer Table 3) will now transit
to either (i) the nonviolence equilibrium, or (ii) no-escalation equilibrium but
the victim reporting h1 (refer Table 2).

– The escalation equilibrium under moderate cost of reporting, satisfying (4), (5)
and (8), remains unaltered as lowering of the cost c to the low cost range
maintains the same equilibrium conditions for escalation (see Table 2).

(b) From high to moderate cost range: Conflicts involving h1 but no escalation and no
reporting under high costs may now change into escalating conflicts with victim
reporting and the collateral damage of more serious harms to victims in some pairs.

This comparative static exercise predicts the heterogeneity in outcomes related to
any social program aimed at empowering women against violence by their partners. If we
consider low costs of conflict/reporting to be associated with, for example, (i) more inde-
pendent women with education and earning potential in the labor market,11 (ii) parents
of wealthier backgrounds with a good family and social network,12 and (iii) a minimal
confidence and belief in one’s rights, our analysis suggests their partners are likely to
abstain from the path of conflict and violence. So any female empowerment drive will
reinforce this pattern and lower violence by eliminating it at its root, or at least there
will be more reporting without actual violence escalation (part (a) above).

In contrast to the beneficial impact discussed above, any lowering of the costs from
high to moderate category leads to conflict escalation. This is the “adverse side” of
facilitating an increase in the reporting of violence (part (b)).13

3.2 Increasing punishments

� Initial incidents. Now, suppose that the authorities increase punishment early in
the violence chain, for the initial harm h1. Such an approach can be viewed as zero
tolerance to violence. We find that, while there is some deterrence, it is also likely to lead
to escalation.

11See Anderson and Eswaran (2009) on the importance of women’s autonomy, measured by earned
income potential as opposed to unearned income, in giving a greater voice in household decision-making.
The authors studied household survey data (conducted in 1996) in a rural subdistrict of Bangladesh.
While their application is different, our result that the relatively low cost of reporting, that can come from
greater autonomy and confidence, as an enforcer in keeping DV in check derives from the same principle:
credible threat of costly conflict increasing women’s implicit bargaining power within the household.

12In India, violence is negatively associated with the wife’s wealth and education (Kimuna et al.,
2012).

13In India, working women face more violence as compared to rural women (Sahoo and Raju, 2007).
However, it is not possible to disentangle whether this is due to male backlash or because economically
active women are better informed and, hence, report more incidents.
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Proposition 4 (Mixed effect of early high punishment). Suppose the punishment
for the early stage violence h1 is increased to some f ′1 while satisfying the requirement
that punishment must fit crime so that f1 < f ′1 < f2. The effects are as follows:

(a) Zero effect. This has no impact on the perpetrators’ decisions to inflict h1 or its
escalation when the victims involved have high costs of reporting.

(b) Adverse effect. Starting from the unique no-escalation equilibrium for moderate-cost
victims (if (5) does not hold), with an increase in f1 (such that (5) holds), the
equilibrium set expands to multiple equilibria: {no escalation, escalation}. This may
lead to some pairs now choosing a path of escalating violence.

(c) Mixed effect. If f1 (< f2) can be raised high enough to admit f̂ ′1 > γ̄, then for
low-cost victims the possibility of reporting with no escalation is lost. Some of
these pairs move to the escalation equilibrium (adverse effect), while the rest move
to nonviolence; the threshold v for perpetrators choosing violence also increases
(beneficial deterrence).

(d) Actual and observed violence. Overall, actual and observed incidents of violence of h1
without further escalations decline, while actual and observed incidents of escalating
violence increase.

Thus, the Beckerian prescription of higher punishment to thwart crime at the initial
stages and nip violence in the bud does not always work. Violence escalation becomes
more likely. For example, for low-cost victims, the increased punishment can remove the
(reporting, no-escalation) equilibrium as perpetrators facing the higher punishment may
now want to escalate violence to avoid punishment.

Also, notice that for moderate-cost victims (part (b)) increase in punishment may
lead to escalation, whereas in Proposition 3(a) we had the result that a reduction in vic-
tims’ reporting cost (from moderate to low cost) either eliminated violence altogether or
increased reporting without escalation. Thus for this group the two policies of improved
monitoring – (i) through lowered cost of reporting, and (ii) increased punishment – are
not only not substitutes but have diametrically opposite impacts on violence. This con-
trasts with the conventional wisdom that for crime deterrence monitoring and punishment
are substitutes (Becker, 1968).

On the other hand, for high-cost victims (part (a)) increase in punishment has no
impact, while reduction in costs in Proposition 3(b) (from high to moderate) results in
increased chance of escalation.

We summarize the comparative static effects, deterrence vs. escalation, as follows:
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Corollary 1 (Tradeoff I: monitoring vs. punishment)

initial cost\ instruments improved monitoring (c ↓) vs. increase in punishment f1
————————— ——————————————————————

low cost no effect vs. mixed effect
moderate cost deterrence vs. escalation ⇒ non-substitutiona

high cost escalation vs. no effect

a Non-substitution, or un-Beckerian, for lack of a better terminology.

Framing the enforcement problem as one of minimizing the cost of achieving a tar-
get level of expected fines for risk-neutral criminals (pf), Becker (1968) had observed
that the maximal penalty/low monitoring is the optimal mechanism for crime deter-
rence. That is, the two instruments – monitoring and punishments – serve the same
deterrence objective although at different costs. In this spirit, lowering cost of reporting
for moderate-cost victims is equivalent to increasing monitoring which, as we have noted
in Proposition 3(a), helps deterrence/reporting of h1; increasing punishment f1 on the
other hand increases escalation. Thus, we no longer have the uniformity of outcomes
of the two instruments, and a sensible policy could be to facilitate reporting and avoid
increasing f1.

Further on monitoring vs. early stage punishment. Continuing on from the above
discussion, we want to delve a bit more into the deterrence of the primary harm h1 by
contextualising the relationship between the characteristics of couples involved and their
responsiveness to reforms. Propositions 3 and 4 show that there are two ways to achieve
deterrence: (i) either by improving monitoring by lowering the victims’ cost of reporting
from the moderate to a low cost range, or (ii) by increasing f1 for pairs where the victims
have a low cost of reporting; the latter can, however, simultaneously increase escalation.

Improvement in monitoring is unlikely to impact uniformly across all victim groups.
Imagine a policy reform where law enforcement authorities employ more female officers
and also run a campaign to increase self-esteem of women who should say ‘no’ to DV by
actively reporting abuse by their partners. It is more likely that women with relatively
higher income or education will take up the risks of reporting because they are relatively
independent. Such women may also be more willing to bring up their children alone,
outside of an abusive relationship, than make themselves and the children suffer in such
a relationship. In contrast, those whose costs of reporting were high to begin with might
not take up such options: their costs were high possibly because they may not have had
sufficient human capital or income; hence, they may not be receptive to the reforms.

Now in case (i), deterrence occurs because before the reform the male partners knew
their partners wouldn’t report but after the reform the same partners would take a differ-
ent view of the abuse and report, resulting in escalation by perpetrators. In such cases,
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instead of lowering reporting costs if the authorities increased the penalty f1, the victims
will continue not to report and thus the higher penalty f ′1 will not make any difference
to the perpetrators’ decision to inflict the violence h1. Clearly, improved monitoring
dominates.

In case (ii), the victims have low cost of reporting before any reform and they would
report the perpetrators who would inflict h1 and not escalate because their benefits v
exceed the penalty f1; it is an easy surplus for these perpetrators. This group of couples
seems a rarity for the following reasons: a low cost victim is likely to be one with better
family network, better educated and independent. With this relatively better human
capital such women are likely to assortatively match with partners with high wP. So
these perpetrators will have relatively less to benefit from inflicting violence due to our
assumption that dv

dwP
≤ 0.14 Although ∂v

∂wV
≥ 0, on balance these perpetrators may not

have a high v to risk having to pay high compensation in divorce (because of high wP).
Hence, we do not consider case (ii) to be a compelling description of matching to make
punishment to be an attractive avenue to achieve better deterrence of h1. Based on this
reasoning we can make the following informal observation:

Observation 1 (Benefits of monitoring). Improving monitoring by lowering the cost
of victims reporting for the originally moderate cost group to low costs is a better mecha-
nism for the deterrence of the primary violence h1 than the alternative route of increasing
punishment f1.

� Higher level of violence. Suppose that, starting from the equilibria presented in
Section 2, ceteris paribus, the authorities increase punishment for h2 sufficiently. This
generates an overall de-escalation effect:

Proposition 5 (De-escalation). Suppose punishment for the higher level of violence,
f2, is increased sufficiently so f̂2 increases to some f̂ ′2, and break for any of the pairs
their initial condition (5) to give way to condition (7).15 Then compared to the scenarios
presented in Proposition 2:

(a) High-cost victims: There is no change in equilibrium violence or reporting.

(b) Moderate-cost victims: The escalation equilibrium will be eliminated; the occurrence
of the primary violence h1 with no-reporting and no-escalation remains the only
equilibrium (Table 3). Thus, there is de-escalation.

14This is especially important for the case of dowry-related violence.
15We assume that the statutory maximal penalty for the higher level violence is big enough to allow

for the specified increase in f2. Because conditions (5) and (7) are dependent on the perpetrator’s wealth,
for our increased punishment to have any bite it must affect the behavior of a non-negligible fraction of
perpetrators.
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(c) Low-cost victims: (i) The escalation equilibrium and the nonviolence equilibrium
in the second row of Table 2 are eliminated. The only equilibrium possible are the
(reporting, no-escalation) equilibrium, and the nonviolence equilibrium in the fourth
row.

(ii) Among the perpetrators with valuations v > γ̄(f̂2) who were previously engaging
in escalations, the subset γ̄(f̂2) < v ≤ f̂1 will switch to nonviolence (fourth row,
Table 2), and the rest with v ≥ f̂1 will end up in no-escalation equilibrium with
reporting (third row, Table 2).

(iii) The nonviolence equilibrium in the second row (for which v ≤ γ̄(f̂2) < f̂1

applied) changes to the nonviolence equilibrium in the fourth row.

(iv) The equilibria in the third and fourth rows of Table 2 before the increase in
punishment remain unchanged.

(v) Overall, there is de-escalation in the group with low-cost victims.

(d) Actual and observed violence. Overall, actual and observed incidents of escalating
violence will decline, while the corresponding numbers for non-escalating violence
will increase.

Deterring escalation of violence by increasing f2 comes at a cost in the case of all
victims who are not of the low-cost type – their perpetrators are never brought to justice
as there is no reporting.

Based on Propositions 3 and 5, we can draw the following conclusion about the com-
parative static effects on violence escalation:

Corollary 2 (Tradeoff II: monitoring vs. punishment)

initial cost\ instruments improved monitoring (c ↓) vs. increase in punishment f2
————————— ——————————————————————————–

low cost no effect vs. de-escalation

moderate cost increased reporting vs. de-escalation (via direct invalidation of (5), or
indirect off-equilibrium threat of escalation)

high cost due to more reporting on- : escalation vs. no effect

the-equilibrium path

Policy discussion. Our results suggest that increasing punishment for the higher level
of violence, f2, has the advantage of de-escalating conflicts in one of two ways: either (i) it
eliminates (r2, e2) = (1, 1) directly as an NE in the conflict subgame, as would a violation
of (5) kill off row 1 in Table 2, or (ii) because the credible off-equilibrium (threat of)
escalation makes the expected punishment of inflicting h1 (i.e., γ̄(f̂2)) too high relative to
the benefit of violence, v, as one can see in the switch from the first row to the second row
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in Table 2 due to a sufficient hike in f̂2. Easing reporting, on the other hand, may lead
to more conflict escalations (third row in the table for Corollary 2). Combined with our
discussion following Corollary 1, it follows that in the aggregate law enforcement should
focus on easing reporting where it is likely to make the biggest impact, i.e., for educated
working women who will be able to access the better facilities of reporting (lowering their
reporting cost from a moderate range), and supplement it by increasing punishments for
the higher levels of violence.

Social norms, when it comes to DV , also play a significant role; see, among others,
Jayachandran (2015). In India, a country with high prevalence of DV , the National
Family Health Survey, 2005–2006, indicates that wife-beating is considered acceptable.
Akerlof (1980) points out customs/norms that might harm an individual can receive
support from the very individual affected due to the threat of loss of reputation if the
norm is violated. This can partly explain the female support for DV . Young (1998)
observes that conventions can coordinate expectations within the society. Kubler (2001)
suggests two paths for changing norms – incentives through punishing or prohibiting
certain behaviors (in our context, punishing DV) and convincing individuals that the
norm is inappropriate (in our context, promoting victims reporting). Note that, for DV ,
the first cannot really work without the second; in fact, the latter is a necessary condition
for the former to have a bite – increasing punishment has no effect if there is no reporting.

Complexity of social welfare evaluation. We have deliberately stayed away from
the normative welfare-based analysis. One of the reasons is that any welfare accounting
must also take into account the perpetrators’ welfare that would be anti-thesis to any
program on fighting DV . So let us side-step this conventional total welfare analysis and
instead focus only on the victims’ welfare. Implicit in our analysis is the position that
escalation of DV is wrong and should be avoided. But we also acknowledge that victims
reporting is essential to have any hope of deterrence. Escalation is undertaken to prevent
reporting; we therefore need a more balanced view. So we ask the question again, can
violence escalation be welfare-enhancing?

The answer to the last question above is yes, if the escalations happen off-the-equilibrium
path and as a result the primary violence is deterred: we avoid the deadweight loss of
the marginal h1 harms.16 But how about escalations along the equilibrium path? Ac-
cepting situations when the primary harm is inevitable, any equilibrium escalation must
imply the victims must be making strictly positive gains in the post-h1 subgame, because
otherwise they won’t report and in response the perpetrators won’t escalate. So esca-
lations along the equilibrium path must be shifting benefits away from the perpetrators
towards the victims. Why is this not to be looked upon favorably? The reasoning is very

16If for some groups, at the same time, there happens to be new escalations along the equilibrium
path, then one has to weigh the gains from improved deterrence against the losses (inclusive of law
enforcement costs) from additional escalations. On this point, see further discussion below.
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basic: additional conflicts (post primary violence) would mean on successful reporting
the courts and law enforcement authorities will have to spend resources to adjudicate
on the disputes, apart from the costs of incarceration, which are costly. We presume
this resource cost will be substantial enough to outweigh any benefits to the victims from
conflict escalation, thus lowering any measure of social welfare (ignoring the perpetrators’
payoffs); hence increased escalations must be avoided resulting from any policy initiative,
if, in return, there is not enough improvement in the volume of deterrence of the primary
harm h1. This is precisely what our policy discussion above prescribes – about improving
monitoring to lower the incidence of h1 in combination with increases in punishments for
the higher level offenses that help in the de-escalation of conflicts.

Finally, any welfare assessment of anti-DV drives is going to be complex because of
the long-term effects on social norms. Thus, our analysis should be viewed primarily
as answers to what happens following standard policy initiatives, rather than taken as a
definitive normative guide.

4 Conclusion

The standard substitution between monitoring and punishment as policy prescriptions
for crime deterrence cannot be applied in a blanket manner when dealing with the long-
conflict aspect of DV . Facilitating reporting, i.e., an improvement in monitoring, may
have countervailing effects by improving deterrence in the initial stage of violence but
may also fuel escalation. An increase in punishment for the early stage of violence may
escalate violence, while an increase in punishment in the later stage helps to de-escalate
conflicts. While we have focused on a two-stage model, Proposition 1 implies that our
results should apply more generally to situations with multiple stages of possible violence
escalation. Overall, DV viewed as an extensive-form conflict chain between partners
produces several novel insights not previously observed in the theoretical and empirical
literatures that are predominantly based on static models.

A Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose there is an equilibrium involving partial escalation up to
only stage t, 2 ≤ t < T + 1. This means the equilibrium strategies are

{
(ri, ei) = (1, 1)

for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., t and (rj, ej) = (0, 0) for j = t+ 1, ..., T + 1
}
.

Coming to stage t, consider the victim’s payoff assuming initially t ≥ τ:17

17Below, Φt(rt, et) is defined in the same manner as Φ2(r2, e2) with t ≥ 2 where rt ∈ {0, 1} and
et ∈ {0, 1}.
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Φt(rt = 1, et = 1)

[
ηtβtwP − c

]
+ (1−Φt(rt = 1, et = 1))µ ·

[
ηtβtwP − c

]
≥ 0,

i.e.,
[
Φt(rt = 1, et = 1) + (1−Φt(rt = 1, et = 1))µ

][
ηtβtwP − c

]
≥ 0,

the inequality following from the fact that the victim chooses to report. It follows that[
Φt+1(rt+1 = 1, et+1 = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

+(1−Φt+1(rt+1 = 1, et+1 = 0))µ

][
ηtβtwP − c

]

>

[
Φt(rt = 1, et = 1) + (1−Φt(rt = 1, et = 1))µ

][
ηtβtwP − c

]
≥ 0,

where we use the fact that Φt(rt = 1, et = 1) < 1. Hence in stage t+ 1 the victim would
deviate to report given that the perpetrator chooses his posited equilibrium strategy of
not escalating.

If t < τ, the victim’s payoff can be written as

Φt(rt = 1, et = 1)

[
ηtβtwP − c

]
≥ 0,

which then implies

Φt+1(rt+1 = 1, et+1 = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

[
ηtβtwP − c

]
> Φt(rt = 1, et = 1)

[
ηtβtwP − c

]
≥ 0.

Once again, deviation is profitable.
Thus, the posited equilibrium of partial escalation cannot be sustained. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3. (a) The second row of Table 3 can be separated into two mu-
tually exclusive lists of conditions:

{
{(3) & v > 0} ∩ {(5) & (8)}

}
∪
{
{(3) & v >

0} ∩ {(5) & (8)}complement}.18 The parameters satisfying the first list supports both
the equilibria, whereas parameters satisfying the second list supports no-escalation as
the unique equilibrium.

Now consider the case of unique equilibrium as the starting point, and suppose this is
due to condition (5) failing and thus condition (7) holding. Next as cost c is lowered from
m̂1 < c ≤ m̂2 to c ≤ m̂1, the equilibrium moves to one of the last two rows of Table 2;
(7) does not involve c and (6) will be satisfied. So the resulting equilibrium following
the fall in c is either nonviolence or non-escalation equilibrium with reporting r2 = 1, as
claimed in the Proposition statement. Next suppose the starting unique equilibrium is
associated with (5) holding but (8) being violated. Now as c is lowered to the low cost
range, we move to the second row of Table 2 which is nonviolence.

18Condition (4) holds in both lists.
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Finally consider the starting equilibrium to be the escalation equilibrium satisfying
(4), (5) and (8). As c is lowered to the low cost range, conditions (4), (5) and (8) will
continue to be satisfied resulting in the escalation equilibrium, the first row of Table 2.

(b) The reasoning has already been informally discussed (see “Comparison: High vs.
moderate costs” before Proposition 2). More formally, lowering c from high cost range to
m̂1 < c ≤ m̂2 would satisfy condition (4). If, in addition, (5) and (8) are satisfied, then
we are back to the first row of Table 3: the escalation equilibrium. But it is also possible
that the starting no-escalation equilibrium continues to remain an equilibrium (second
row of Table 3). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4. (a) Start with high cost victims (m̂2 < c). Following an increase
in f1 all perpetrators with v > 0 choosing h1 with (r2, e2) = (0, 0) continues to be the only
SPE. There is no change in observed or actual violence relative to the initial (benchmark)
equilibrium of Proposition 2.

(b) Consider pairs with moderate-cost victims (m̂1 < c ≤ m̂2). Suppose initially the
no-escalation equilibrium in Table 3 is unique, with condition (5) failing but condition (8)
is satisfied. A sufficiently high increase in f1 will satisfy condition (5), adding escalation
((r2, e2) = (1, 1)) as a second equilibrium; no-escalation equilibrium remains an equi-
librium, due to condition (3). Now some couples may go down the path of escalating
violence, while others may continue to remain in the initial equilibrium of no-escalation.

(c) For low-cost victims (c ≤ m̂1), refer to Table 2. The escalation equilibrium will not
be affected (since f1 ↑ ensures that condition (5) continues to hold, while conditions (4)
and (8) are unaffected by the increase in f1). The equilibrium with reporting but no
escalation (predicated on condition (7) holding, i.e., condition (5) not holding) can be
lost if the increase in f1 is sufficiently high such that condition (5) now holds19: f̂ ′1 > γ̄
(note that condition (4) is satisfied for this cost range). This then leaves us with two
possibilities: either (8) holds or it fails; in the former case the new equilibrium is that of
escalation reported in the first row of Table 2, whereas when (8) fails the new equilibrium
is one of nonviolence reported in the second row. The new cutoff for violence h1 is thus γ̄,
which exceeds the cutoff f̂1 for h1 in the starting equilibrium. The nonviolence equilibrium
reported in the fourth row in Table 2 changes to the other nonviolence equilibrium (second
row) (since condition (7) no longer holds, replaced by condition (5), and v ≤ f̂1 ⇒ v < γ̄).

(d) For moderate-cost victims (from (b) above), while there is no change in observed
incidents of violence with no escalation (as these are not reported), their actual num-
bers decline as some shift to escalation. Both observed and actual cases of escalation
increase as some pairs move from the unique no-escalation equilibrium to the escalation
equilibrium (see (b) above).

19See the discussion following Lemma 1.
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In case of pairs with low-cost victims, from (c) above, the new cutoff for violence h1
is γ̄, which exceeds the cutoff f̂1 for h1 in the starting equilibrium (of reporting with
no escalation). Hence, observed incidents of h1 without escalation decline to zero as the
third equilibrium in Table 3 disappears. Both observed and actual cases of escalating
violence will increase.

Aggregating the above, we have our result. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5. (a) When victims have high costs (m̂2 < c), with the increased
punishment the stage 2 NE is, as before, (r2, e2) = (0, 0). Hence, there is no change from
the original equilibrium.

(b) For moderate-cost victims (m̂1 < c ≤ m̂2), the claim follows directly from condi-
tion (5) being violated. Refer Table 3.

(c) For pairs with low-cost victims (c ≤ m̂1), claim (i) follows directly from violation
of condition (5): (r2, e2) = (1, 1) is no longer an equilibrium in the subgame following
inflicting of h1; refer Table 2.

Claim (ii) follows straightforwardly by checking against the equilibrium conditions
summarized in Table 2. Claims (iii) and (iv) follow likewise. Claim (v) is also obvious.

(d) The overall de-escalation claim follows by combining de-escalation results in (b)

and (c); there is no change in (a).
For moderate-cost victims, from part (b) it follows that observed incidents of h1 with

no escalation is unchanged (as these are unreported), while actual number of such cases
has increased.

In pairs with low-cost victims, of the perpetrators with v > γ̄(f̂2) who were inflicting h1
(in the escalating equilibrium of Table 2), those with γ̄(f̂2) < v ≤ f̂1 drop out of violence
altogether (as explained in (c) above), and the rest (i.e., v ≥ f̂1) engage in violence of h1
without escalation but will be reported by the victims. Thus, both observed and actual
incidents of h1 without escalation will have gone up.

Aggregating across three cost ranges establishes our claim about the incidents of non-
escalating violence. Q.E.D.
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